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perhaps no doctrine has had greater impact on latter day saint
theology than the doctrine of preexistence
pre existence or the belief in the existence
of the human spirit before its mortal birth fundamental concepts such
as the nature of man as an eternal being his singular relationship as the
offspring of deity and concomitant brotherhood with all mankind the
born into the world and his
talents and privileges with which he is bom
potential godhood are all inextricably connected to the doctrine of
preexistence
pre existence this distinctive LDS doctrine was not immediately
comprehended by the early saints in the more fully developed form in
which it is understood today like many of the other teachings of the
prophet joseph smith it was revealed line upon line and adapted to the
saints understanding moreover there was a natural tendency to view
initial teachings on preexistence
pre existence in light of previously held beliefs until
greater clarity was given to the doctrine this study traces the early
development of the doctrine by examining chronologically the revelapre existence by the prophet
tions and recorded sermons and writings on preexistence
joseph smith in light of contemporary commentary by his associates
pre existence enhances our own
seeing how early saints perceived preexistence
understanding of the doctrine and leads to a greater appreciation of our
theological heritage
what is presented here as early LDS thought is not an attempt to
pre existence
portray official or revealed positions on the doctrine of preexistence
but an effort to describe how the doctrine appears to have been understood in the church from 1830 to 1844 regrettably personal records
from this period are virtually silent on the subject most of what can be
garly beliefs about the nature and origin of the
parly
discovered regarding early
human spirit comes from published doctrinal works and LDS periodicals
of this era thomas alexander notes however that the monthlies and
doctrinal expositions like the lectures on faith since they were meant for
public dissemination provide the most reliable sources for contemporary
perceptions of doctrine 2
charles R harrell is an assistant professor of technology at brigham young university
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CENTURY VIEWS ON THE ORIGIN OF SPIRITS

to

fully appreciate the beliefs of the early saints regarding the
nature and origin of spirits it is helpful to have some idea of contemporary religious beliefs that may have been influential on their thinking
the predominant christian view with which most of the early LDS
converts were probably familiar was creationism which held that mans
nihilo through a fiat act of god at the
immaterial spirit was created ex nichilo
time of conception or birth of the individual that is as each body is
prepared through mortal procreation gods will brings into existence the
immaterial spirit to inhabit that body characterizing this common
belief orson pratt observed
it is believed by the religious world that man both body and spirit begins
to live about the time that he is bom into this world or a little before that
then is the beginning of life
how was the spirit formed why says one
we suppose it was made by a direct act of creation by the almighty himself
that he moulded the spirit of man formed and finished it in a proper likeness
to inhabit the tabernacle he had made out of the dust 3

two

less commonly held views were traducianism which stated that
every human spirit was seminally created in adam and then individually
and naturally propagated through mortal parentage 4 and materialism
which maintained that what is called spirit is really the result of corporeal
organization and matures and dies along with the body 5
while traditionally the doctrine of creationism held that the
creation of mans spirit occurred either at the time of conception or at
birth a variation of creationism incorporating preexistence attracted

scattered interest this doctrine of preexistencism differed from
creationism only in that it placed the time of the creation of all spirits
at the beginning of the world As characterized in an 1836 religious
encyclopedia preexistencists held that
at the beginning of the world god created the souls of all men which
however are not united to the body till the individuals for whom they are

destined are begotten or bom into the world this was the opinion of
pythagoras plato and his followers and of the cabalists
caba lists among the jews
the doctrine was taught by justin martyr origen and others of the fathers
and has been the common opinion of mystics both of ancient and modem
times 6

the

existence was anathemized
preexistence
doctrine of pre
anathernized in the post
apostolic church but by the nineteenth century the idea had regained a
certain degree of acceptability after giving a summary of historical and
contemporary arguments for and against preexistence
pre existence one prominent
nineteenth century theologian concluded that though still considered
unorthodox there is no reason to denounce the simple doctrine of
the preexistence
pre existence of souls as heretical 7 poets and philosophers were
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becoming intrigued with the idea of preexistence
pre existence and even such noted
clergymen as the venerable isaac watts was reputed to have believed it 8
nowhere was the belief more prevalent than among the mystic groups
that were beginning to spring up indeed there was a wide currency of
occult and kabbalistic
Kabbalistic ideas at the time of joseph smith in which notions
regarding the preexistence
preexistence of souls were prevalent modem spiritualism
which grew out of this environment originated later in the same region
of new york as mormonism and espoused preexistence 9 it was in such
a setting that the prophet joseph smith sought to bring the saints to a true
understanding of the origin of spirits
EARLY LDS interpretations
OF PRE
preexistence
EXISTENCE scriptures

pre existence
the latter day saints did not at first deduce the idea of preexistence
from the biblical passages so frequently summoned today to prove it
except for acknowledging the preexistence
pre existence of christ nineteenth century
christians were reluctant to admit any biblical support for the doctrine as
pre existence
it applies to man edward beecher an avowed believer of preexistence
himself observed in 1854 even those serious theologians who assert
the doctrine of preexistence
preexistence do not claim any express scriptural evidence
for it only that it nowhere expressly refutes it 10 spirits or angels
mentioned in the bible as being with god in the first estate including
lucifer and the spirits who followed him isa 1412 15 jude 6
rev 123 4 were traditionally viewed as being a separate species from
humans not preexistent spirits biblical passages used today to support
preexistence
pre existence were interpreted differently when cited by the saints during
the first decade of the church parley P pratt for example referred in
1838 to the sons of god who shouted forjoy
for joy when the foundations of the
earth were laid job 384 7 as being sons of god through redemption
and resurrection from bygone worlds in 1841 W W phelps cited
deuteronomy 327 8 which refers to when god separated the sons of
adam and set the bounds of the people according to the number of the
children of israel to show that adam had twelve sons 12
pre existence in the prophets teachings
the first intimation of preexistence
is commonly believed to be found in the book of mormon which was
first published in march 1830 it is doubtful however whether the book
mormon
monnon
pre existence in the minds of the saints at
non elicited the idea of preexistence
of mon
that time in reflecting back on his own initiation to the doctrine of
preexistence
preexistence orson pratt who was among the most theologically
perceptive of the early saints observed that had it not been for revelations subsequent to the book of mormon 1 I do not think that I1 should
have ever discerned it in that book 13 modem saints most frequently
point to the teachings on foreordination found in the thirteenth chapter of
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pre existence is a B
ook of mormon doctrine alma
alma for evidence that preexistence
book
explains that priests are called and prepared from the foundation of the
world according to the foreknowledge of god alma 133 this
language is identical to that used in the new testament to describe how
the elect are afore prepared rom 923 and chosen
before the
foundation of the world eph 14 according to the foreknowledge of
god 1 1I pet 12 the saints in 1830 would have been no more disposed
to infer preexistence
preexistence from almas teachings on foreordination than their
contemporaries would from the new testament teachings on election
furthermore debates on the meaning of election were so common that
it would have been difficult for anyone caught up in the early nineteenth
century religious movement in america to have escaped the influence of
protestant indoctrination on the subject this influence can certainly be
expected to have implications for the way in which the early saints
pre existence
viewed preexistence
few doctrines polarized nineteenth century protestantism as much
as the doctrine of election presbyterian calvinists insisted that god
elected or foreordained
fore ordained certain individuals to become believers in this
life according to his will and pleasure and that his foreknowledge that
these individuals will believe results from his having foreordained
fore ordained or
decreed them to do so this doctrine of predestination which states that
god foreknows
foreknown
fore knows because he foreordains
fore ordains was vehemently opposed by
adherents to the arminian doctrine of free will espoused by the
methodists towards whom young joseph smith was somewhat
partial JS H 8 these opponents to calvinism contended that while
individuals are elected from the foundation of the world this calling or
election results from gods foreknowledge that these individuals will be
esees who will be obedient through their
foresees
holy in other words god for
own free will and foreordains them to holiness accordingly for neither
Armin ians did foreordination or gods foreknowledge
calvinists nor arminians
presuppose prior existence of those who were fore
ordained or foreforeordained
known in explaining how god through his foreknowledge foreordains
fore ordains
or elects certain individuals from the foundation of the world even
though they do not yet exist until bom
born in mortality the official methodist
doctrine approved at a general conference held in 1784 declared
christ was called the lamb slain from the foundation of the world and yet
not slain till some thousands of years after so also men are called elect from
the foundation of the world and yet are not elected perhaps till some
thousands of years after till the day of their conversion to god
the act
of election is in time though known to god before who according to his
foreknowledge often speaketh of things which are not as though they
were

14

in other words gods foreknowledge enables him to speak of ones
future election as though it had already occurred
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for those saints familiar with this controversy surrounding the
doctrine of election almas teaching may have been received as being
merely a free will statement on priesthood 1 that all humans are bom
into this world on the same standing in their favor with god 2 that
every man has the same opportunity to live worthy to receive the
priesthood being left to choose good and evil and 3 that because
god knew who would be obedient and receive the priesthood their
calling was with him before the foundation of the world in 1841
approximately one year prior to the publication of the book of abraham
in which foreordination based on preexistent worthiness was first
publicly introduced 15 brigham young and willard richards published
a widely circulated article entitled election and reprobation which
shows evidence of this interpretation of alma they write that god
chose elected or ordained jesus christ his son to be the creator
governor savior and judge of the world and abraham to be the father
of the faithful on account of his foreknowledge of their obedience to
his will and commandments 16 citing the aforementioned passage in
pre existence concluding only that
alma 13 they make no mention of a preexistence
god chose abraham to be the father of the faithful viz because he
knew abraham would command his children and his household after
him 17 given this apparent coincidence of the saints belief in foreordination with contemporary views on election it seems unlikely that
pre existence in almas teachings
the early saints perceived the idea of preexistence
the only other book of mormon passage that might have been
pre existence is ether 315 in fact this verse was
construed as referring to preexistence
later mentioned by orson pratt as the only place in the book of mormon
where pre existence is clearly spoken of 8 in this passage the preexistent christ reveals his spirit body to the brother of jared and states
that all men were created in the beginning after mine own image
ether 315 any overtone of preexistence in this declaration tends to be
overshadowed by the text immediately before and after it which
discusses mens creation in the flesh for orson pratt in the light of his
pre existence the clear implication
later understanding of the concept of preexistence
was that all men were created spiritually in the beginning in the image
and likeness of christs spirit however it is unlikely that the earliest
converts who did not have the additional revelation would have
pre existence
perceived this abstruse passage as being a reference to a preexistence
orson pratt himself reported that he saw a reference to preexistence
pre existence in
this verse only after reading the new translation of the scriptures that
throwing so much light and information of the subject 1I searched the
book of mormon to see if there were indications in it that related to the
19
man
pre existence of
it would seem then that neither the bible nor
pre existence
the book of mormon was sufficient to establish the idea of preexistence
in the minds of the saints
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orson pratt indicated that it was joseph smiths translation of the
bible which began soon after the publication of the book of mormon
pre existence in latter day
that first drew his attention to the idea of a preexistence
revelation the first seven chapters of the revised account of the creation
revealed in june 1830 as recorded in the book of moses make repeated
reference to mans spiritual creation 20 several revelations during the
next two years also appear to refer to this spiritual creation in september
1830 the lord declared that he created all things both spiritual and
temporal first spiritual secondly temporal which is the beginning of
my work and again first temporal and secondly spiritual which is the
last of my work dac
1831 the lord stated that
d&c 2930 32 in march 1831
it was the purpose of the earth to be filled with the measure of man
according to his creation before the world was made dac
d&c 4917 one
year later the lord revealed that which is spiritual is in the likeness
of that which is temporal and that which is temporal in the likeness of
that which is spiritual the spirit of man in the likeness of his person as
also the spirit of the beast and every other creature which god has
created dac
d&c 772 interestingly the prophet makes no further
recorded mention of a spiritual creation after 1832
it has been argued that the spiritual creation spoken of in these early
revelations does not refer to the spirit creation or the creation of the
human spirit some commentators regard it as being a reference to an
intellectual or conceptual creation 21 others view it as referring to the
creation of adams paradisiacal physical body in the garden of eden 22
much of the confusion as to whether spiritual means spirit arises because
use of the word spirit as an adjective is a modem LDS convention that
does not appear in earlier literature consequently all early references to
the spirit body or the spirit creation invariably use the adjective spiritual
instead of spirit noah websters 1828 dictionary defines spiritual as
consisting of spirit not material incorporeal as a spiritual substance or
being the soul of man is spiritual whatever the intended meaning of
the word spiritual in these passages no record from the early era of the
church offers any evidence that this spiritual creation was ever viewed
21
orson pratts statement cited
in any way other than as a spirit creation 23
earlier suggests that it was precisely the scriptural references to a spiritual
creation that opened his mind to the reality of a preexistent spirit creation
he further spoke for his fellow saints in saying that in june 1830
16

the lord told us about the spiritual creation something we did not
comprehend before we used to read the first and second chapters of
genesis which give an account of the works of the almighty but did not
distinguish between the spiritual work and the temporal work of christ
although there are some things in the king james translation that give us
a little distinction between the two creations yet we did not comprehend it 24
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with the insight received from dac 2930 32 and moses chapter 2
elder pratt related that it became evident that all things that dwell upon
the earth had their pre existence they were created in heaven the
spiritual part of them not their flesh and bones 112525 if orson pratts
hindsight is reliable it would appear that the idea of a preexistent spirit
creation began to form in the minds of at least those most closely
associated with joseph smith concurrent with his work on the translation
of the bible
widespread awareness of a spirit creation did not occur immediately upon the receipt of the spiritual creation revelations because of the
delay in getting revelations published and disseminated a considerable
amount of time often lapsed before a doctrine that had been revealed
became common knowledge the book of moses in particular was not
formally published and distributed until 1851 although portions other
than those pertaining to the spiritual creation began to appear in print in
1832 to be sure the saints awareness of revelations was not entirely
dependent on publication as many of the revelations were circulated
among the prophets associates either verbally or through handwritten
copies before they were ever published 26 it wasnt until june 1835
however three months prior to the publication of the doctrine and
covenants that an explicit reference to preexistence first appeared in
print W W phelps one of josephs scribes in translating the scriptures
announced in the messenger and advocate new light is occasionally
bursting into our minds of the sacred scriptures for which 1I am thankful
we shall by and by learn that we were with god in another world before
1121
27
the foundation of the world and had our agency 1127
while a rudimentary concept of preexistence began to take hold
in the church by the mid 1830s it was still quite different from our
current thinking it appears to have merged with creationist thinking
to produce a notion similar to contemporary preexistencism the
nihilo is
creationist view that the human spirit was a fiat creation ex nichilo
nowhere contradicted in the earliest revelations given through the
prophet joseph smith the first revelations only speak of a spiritual
21
creation and say that god created all things by the word of his power 28
the mormon receptivity to creationist thinking is shown by an extract
from jacques saurin a french theologian that appeared in the latter
any
day saintevening
and morning star in october 1832 saurin emphasizes
saint evening andmorning
the contingent nature of the human spirit stating the annihilation of a
th an act of power similar to that which gave
being that subsists requireth
require
it its existence at first
the creator who having created our souls at
first by an act of his will can either eternally preserve them or absolutely
annihilate them 112929 in may 1835 warren cowdery a correspondent for
the latter day saint messenger and advocate spoke in a similar vein
stating that it is god who is self existent while man is dependent on
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the great first cause and is constantly upheld by him therefore justly
amenable to him 30
in addition to believing that the spirits of all men were created
through a divine fiat creationists also considered spirit to be immaterial
this idea also appears in early LDS literature saurins treatise in the
evening and morning star rejects materialism which affirmed the
materiality of the soul and attributed to matter the faculties of thinking
and reasoning he avers that the soul is a spiritual indivisible and
immaterial being 31 in march 1835 warren cowdery also affirmed the
immateriality of the spirit reasoning that if there be intelligence there
must be spirit or mind for matter is inert and abstract from mind has
neither intelligence or mind 32 in december 1836 the messenger and
advocate printed an extract from the philosopher thomas dick
containing the popular argument for the immateriality of the spirit
deduced from the immortality of the spirit 33 while the appearance of
views from non LDS thinkers in LDS publications is not necessarily an
endorsement it certainly suggests an influence on the saints thinking
that in the absence of contrary teachings may have been significant
because of the appearance of these creationist views in LDS
literature during the early 1830s and the absence of references to a
pre existence historians have concluded that a general ignorance of the
preexistence
34
14
nauvoo
1839
in
move
doctrine prevailed before the churchs
to
what
churche
seems to be overlooked is that these creationist teachings were totally
consistent with contemporary preexistencist views it is possible therepre existence may have been more widespread
fore that knowledge of a preexistence
than some modem historians believe
UNCREATED DIVINE

intelligence dac
d&c 93

in may 1833 the lord revealed to joseph smith that man was in the
beginning with god as intelligence and that this intelligence or the light
of truth was not created or made neither indeed can be dac
d&c 9329
in early LDS literature the words intelligence truth and light which
denoted understanding or awareness of reality note in dac 9324 that
truth is not defined as reality but as knowledge of reality were often used
to denote the life force or spirit in man according to parley P pratts
mormon proverbs intelligence or the light of truth never was created
1131
35
neither indeed can be truth is light light is spirit spirit is life 1135
there is no recorded instance during the prophets lifetime in which his
associates ever used the term intelligence to designate a personal preexistent spirit uncreated intelligence or light and truth was generally
believed to have become a spirit when a portion of it was infused into the
body at birth it seems to have been in this sense that intelligence or truth
was perceived as becoming independent in the sphere in which god has
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placed it to act for itself dac
d&c 9330 in july 1843 thomas ward
declared that what the church of jesus christ understood by salvation
was this that intelligence or the light of truth ie spirit being
connected with elementary matter ie the physical body which
constituted our existence had become through the fall as gods knowing
good and evil 111636 whether the idea of intelligence being uncreated was
immediately grasped by the saints is uncertain oliver cowdery for
example wrote in december 1836 it is certain that we had no more
agency in forming or creating the intelligence without which these
1131
5537
37 even
bodies are a lifeless lump than we had in forming the body 5531
after the idea of uncreated intelligence caught on it wasnt understood
that individual spirits were uncreated but only the intelligence that was
considered to be the conscious quickening principle in man
many early saints recognized a divinity in the intelligence or spirit
in man they made no essential distinction between the intelligence that
constitutes a mans spirit and the intelligence that constitutes gods
glory it should be noted that section 93 reveals that man was in the
beginning with god not only as uncreated intelligence but also as
spirit even the spirit of truth dac
d&c 9323 additionally the revelations represent intelligence light and truth as the glory of god radiating
from his presence to fill the immensity of space 38 the human spirit was
seen by many as merely an extension of this universal spirit benjamin
F johnson one of the prophets associates recalled many years later
that light and truth and
joseph smith was the first in this age to teach
spirit were one that all light and heat are the glory of god which is his
that light or spirit and matter
power that fills the immensity of space
and
are the two first great primary principles of the universe or ofbeing
from these two elements both our spirits and our bodies were formulated 39

this view that spirits were derived from the same divine light or spirit
that constitutes gods glory was particularly espoused by parley P pratt
LDS doctrine among
who was initially the most influential expounder of
oflds
oflas
the prophets associates in july 1839 pratt wrote a treatise entitled
the regeneration and eternal duration of matter in which mans
spirit is equated with the spirit or intelligence that emanates from god
writing before joseph smith introduced the concept that spirit is matter
pratt distinguishes between spirit and matter stating that matter and
spirit are the two great principles of all existence everything animate
and inanimate is composed of one or the other or both of these eternal
principles 1I say eternal because the elements ie matter are as durable
as the quickening power ie spirit which exists in them 040 pratt
sting and that
exl
existing
seif exi
explained that spirit is eternal uncreated and self
when earth and water were filled with the quickening or life giving
substance which we call spirit they produced living creatures
O
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according to pratt this same principle when breathed into man quickened him with life and animation 41 for parley P pratt it was not a
personal spirit that quickened the body but rather an infused portion of
the divine spirit elaborating on this spirit or intelligence he wrote in
1842 the spirit of truth proceeding from the father and the son fills
immensity comprehends all things and is the light life and spirit of all
42
112
things 312
the spirit of all things humankind included was thus
advanced by pratt to be none other than the divine or holy spirit
41
emanating from the presence of god 43
parley P pratts earliest recorded views on the derivation of mans
spirit correspond remarkably to the classical doctrine of emanation
which uses the analogy that man emanates from god the way a spark is
emitted from a fire verging
merging on pantheism the doctrine of emanation
emphasizes that all men are parts of god a notion orson pratt claimed
was taught by joseph smith 44 emanation differs from creation in that it
implies that mans existence is derived from gods being or essence
rather than being merely a creature of his making this notion is not to
be confused with spirit birth however man is seen more as being an
offshoot of god rather than his offspring emanation was the most
common form of preexistencism in the early christian church this
platonic concept regarded the soul as a part of the divine nature from
which it proceeded and to which it will again return pratt chose to use
similar language in 1838 when he wrote that mortals are animated by
the spirit of life and at death will return to the fountain and become
5145
1141
45 pratts
part of the great all from which they emanated 5141
teachings
clearly evidence an early belief that the human spirit was merely an
individual expression of gods uncreated inexhaustible intelligence

materiality OF SPIRIT
in april 1842 the concept that all spirit is a form of matter was
introduced in joseph smiths recorded teachings joseph explained that
the spirit by many is thought to be immaterial without substance with
this latter statement we should beg leave to differ and state the spirit is
a substance that it is material but that it is more pure elastic and refined
46
matter than the body 1146
this was a very direct pronouncement on what
was generally regarded as a metaphysical mystery bucks theological
dictionary published in 1832 defined the spirit as
that vital immaterial active substance or principle in man whereby he
perceives remembers reasons and wills it is rather to be described to its
operations than to be defined as to its essence various indeed have been
the opinions of philosophers concerning its substance the epicureans
Epicure ans
thought it a subtle air composed of atoms or primitive corpuscles
corpus cles
the stoics maintained it was a flame or portion of heavenly light the
Cartesians make thinking the essence of the soul 47
cartesians
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although spirit was generally regarded in the nineteenth century
as being immaterial in its composition this characterization was not
necessarily intended to exclude the quasimaterial substance that was
believed to pervade the spirit realm it was rather an effort to state
what spirit isnt than what it is one noted protestant writer observed
in 1835 the soul is a substance for that which is nothing can do
nothing
it is not bones and flesh that understand but a purer
substance as all acknowledge 48 perhaps joseph smith was objecting
to the inconsistency of calling spirit immaterial and yet substantive when
he corrected a methodist minister by stating there is no such thing as
immaterial matter all spirit is matter but it is more fine or pure and can
only be discerned by purer eyes dac
d&c 1317
josephs ascribing materiality to spirit does not appear to have
had an immediate impact on the saints concept of preexistence the
emphasis given by the prophet to the materiality of spirit during the
nauvoo period did prompt later attempts particularly by parley P pratt
in key to the science of theology and orson pratt in the seer to develop
a detailed system of metaphysics not too unlike materialism to describe
the behavior and various properties of spirit matter
OF ABRAHAM
BOOKOF
UNCREATED SPIRITS AND THE BOOK

after six years of silence on the subject of spirit origins joseph
smith revived the topic in 1839 with the sole emphasis being given to the
eternal nature of spirits this idea corresponds to teachings concurrently
being brought to light in the book of abraham the prophet began
translating the book of abraham in 1835 and was acquainted with the
material contained in chapter 3 such as abrahams teaching on the
planetary systems at least as early as may 1838 49 this chapter records
the lords instructions to abraham that even though one spirit may be
more intelligent than another these two spirits have no beginning they
existed before they shall have no end they shall exist after for they are
gnolaum or eternal abr 318 the idea of spirits being uncreated
appears in all other pronouncements of the prophet on the origin of spirits
after 1833
c august 1839

february 1840
january 1841
march 1841

april 1842

the spirit of man is not a created being

it existed from

10
eternity
mity 50
eternity and will exist to ete
1 I1 believe that the soul is eternal and had no beginning 51
if the soul of man had a beginning it will surely have an
51
end
spirits are eternal 52
Exi stant
existent
inteligence of men are self existant
the spirit or the intelligence
principles 53
1114
54
the spirits of men are eternal 1154
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april 1844

1 I1 wish to speak of

the soul the immortal spirit the
mind of man where did it come from all doctors of
divinity say that god created it in the beginning but it is
Is it logical to say that a spirit is immortal and
not so
yet have a beginning because if a spirit of man had a
god never had power
beginning it will have an end
to create the spirit of man at all
intelligence is eternal
and exists upon a self existent principle it is a spirit from
age to age and there is no creation about it all the minds
and spirits that god ever sent into the world are suscep55
1115
tible of enlargement 1155

As might be expected these sayings of the prophet led some to

believe that each individual spirit or intelligence not just collective
intelligence has existed eternally furthermore joseph smith makes no
mention of these uncreated spirits ever undergoing a change of state such
as spirit birth prior to entering the physical body even the apparent
contradiction to spirits being uncreated found in the same chapter in
abraham which mentions that intelligences were organized before the
world was abr 322 seems to have been interpreted by the prophet
as a social organization of intelligences and not a material organization
51
of intelligence into intelligent entities 56
the following quotations represent the extent of the recorded usage made by the prophet of the term
organization when referring to spirits
c

august 1839

january 1841

april 1842
may 1843

october 1843

the father called all spirits before him at the creation of
1151
57
man and organized them 1157
at the first organization in heaven we were all present
and saw the savior chosen and appointed and the plan of
salvation made and we sanctioned it 115858
the spirits of men are eternal
they are organized
59
according to that priesthood which is everlasting 1159
he who rules in the heavens when he has a certain
work to do calls the spirits before him to organize
them 60
the organization of spiritual and heavenly beings
was agreeably to the most perfect order and harmony
that their limits and bounds were fixed irrevocably and
voluntarily subscribed to by themselves 61

the only organization of intelligences envisioned by the prophet in
these statements is a social organization and not an organization of
intelligence into intelligences joseph taught that spirits like god are
self existent and that god himself found himself in the midst of spirits
and glory because he was greater he saw proper to institute laws
whereby the rest who were less in intelligence could have a privilege to
so he took in hand to save the world of
advance like himself
spirits 62 in the absence of later teachings of a spirit birth one might have
supposed from joseph smiths sayings that gods plan for saving spirits
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was simply a benevolent gesture arising from the happenstance of a
superior intelligence finding himself in the midst of unorganized
inferior intelligences As the prophet declared in march 1841 god is
benefit of infereir inteligences
intelligences god saw
good and all his acts is for the benifit
intelligences had not power to defend themselves against
that those inteligences
micie therefore the lord calls them to gather in
micle
those that had a ta
bernicie
bernicle
tabe
1161
tabernacles
to
tabernicles
nicles
tab
agrees
form
them
taber
organizes
and
them
counsel
emicles 63
rather than establishing a doctrine in the church of uncreated
spirits the records show that the prophets insistence on spirits being
uncreated served primarily to reinforce the already growing concept that
the essential part of man whether it be the intelligence he possesses or
pre existence by
his spirit element has always existed the references to preexistence
joseph smiths associates in church periodicals during the last two years
of the prophets life particularly in the editorials of john taylor and
thomas ward emphasized that while the spirit or intelligence may have
had no beginning individual spirits are the product of creation 64 some
saints did adopt the idea of uncreated spirits from the prophets teachings
in nauvoo however the idea was evidently neither long nor widely held
as it soon gave way to the later concept of spirit birth joseph lee
robinson recorded that in 1845 while the saints were still in nauvoo
some of the elders said that the prophet joseph smith should have said that
our spirits existed eternally with god the question arose then how is god
the father of our spirits 1I wondered studied and prayed over it for 1I did want
to know how it could be 1I inquired of several of the brethren how that could
be a father and son and the son as old as the father there was not a person
that could or that would even try to explain that matter but it came to pass
that in time a vision was opened the voice of the spirit came to me saying
that all matter was eternal that it never had a beginning and that it should
never have an end and that the spirits of all men were organized of a pure
material or matter upon the principle of male and female so that there was
a time when my immortal spirit as well as every other mans spirit that was
ever born
bom into the world that is to say there was a moment when the spirit
born so that the spirit has a father and the
was organized or begotten or bom
material or matter that our tabernacles ie spirit bodies are composed of
is eternal and as we understand are organized upon the principles of male
and female 65

by the end of joseph smiths ministry several different views on
the origin of mans spirit appear to have been in circulation A sermon
delivered by sidney rigdon in 1845 after his disaffection from the
church is revealing in this regard admonishing his followers to accept
only those teachings concerning the origin of spirits that the lord had
plainly revealed rigdon deferred to the biblical account of the creation
moses states that god formed a body out of the dust of the earth and
after he had formed it he put a spirit or life into it
of his putting spirit into it and of its then having life

we can conceive
this according to
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rigdon is all that can be known with any certainty about what he termed
the principle of intelligence in man disturbed by the prophets king
follett sermon as well as speculative teachings many of which he had
undoubtedly encountered among the saints in nauvoo he declared
if our spiritual existence was the effect of creative power ie creationism
we do not know it and whether the great creator formed them out of nothing
nichilo creation or something eg eternal intelligence or spirit element
ex nihilo
or whether they exist on the same principle he does ie uncreated self
existing spirits are matters which can only be settled by revelation for
everything else which any may pretend to know is conjecture only
endless are the conjectures of men in relation to our spiritual existence
some say the spirits of all were created in the six days ie preexistencism
others that they are created as their bodies are prepared for them 66

Rig dons statement can be taken as a commentary on contemporary
if rigdons
LDS views with which he was in disagreement it certainly attests to the
diversity of views among the saints
SPIRIT BIRTH AND JOSEPH SMITHS NAUVOO TEACHINGS

the belief that man is literally the offspring of god in the spirit is
by far the most significant concept related to preexistence
pre existence in LDS
theology 67 this doctrine however does not explicitly appear in the
scriptural or other writings and recorded sermons of joseph smith 68
furthermore the doctrine is conspicuously absent from the records of his
associates during his lifetime it appears that during the prophets
lifetime the saints thinking conformed to the traditional belief that the
fatherhood of god was only figurative and not to be taken literally
eliza R snow is often credited with first publicly introducing the
idea of a literal spirit birth through heavenly parents in october 1845
when she penned the sublime poem 0 my father 69 much speculation
exists in fact as to whether eliza R snow received the idea from joseph
smith or through direct revelation 70 actually the first pronouncement
in print on spirit birth was provided by orson pratt in his prophetic
mormon creed
almanac for 1845 under a section entitled the monnon
pratt declares what is man the offspring of god what is god the
father of man who is jesus christ he is our brother
how many
states of existence has man he has three what is the first it is spiritual
what is the second it is temporal what is the third it is immortal
and eternal how did he begin to exist in the first he was begotten
and borm
born of god 71 pratts almanac went on sale 3 august 1844
bom
though it was advertised
advertized in the prophet as being at the printers as early
as 22 june 1844 with a note that it contains much matter interesting
1112
72
to the saints 1172
the doctrine of premortal spirit birth next appeared
publicly at the dedication of the seventies hall on 26 december 1844
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some six months after the death of the prophet A hymn composed
especially for the dedication by W W phelps contained the following
stanza
come to me heres the mystry
bystry that man hath not seen
heres our father in heaven and mother the queen
here are worlds that have been and the worlds yet to be
eternity
mity endless amen come to me 73
heres ete

A second hymn written also for the dedication by john taylor eulogized
joseph smith in these words

of noble seed

of heavenly birth
he came to bless the sons of earth

1174
5174
74

george laub reported that a sermon was also delivered by brigham
young at the dedication in which he taught that christ is our head and
elder brother for we were once organized before god and jesus was
the firstborn or begotten of the father 75 the day before the dedication
phelps wrote a letter published in the times and seasons which referred
and
to jesus christ as our eldest brother who kept his first estate
was crowned in the midst of brothers and sisters while his mother stood
1176
76
with approving virtue 1576
with the basic preexistent family organization
being delineated near the end of 1844 the idea of humankind originating
as spirit children of heavenly parents became a subject of great interest
throughout 1845 77 eliza R snows 0 my father written in october
1845 is significant only in that it so eloquently captures the essence of
this already developed thought
ofpremortal
while it is interesting that the first recorded teaching of
premortal
birth did not occur until after joseph smiths death to suppose that the
doctrine entirely originated at that time would be as erroneous as
believing that the fully developed doctrine was preached from the
early beginning of the church the more probable explanation is that
the idea gradually took shape beginning with the strong paternal
concept of god popular in nineteenth century protestantism combined
with the enlightenment imparted through joseph smith on the nature of
god and man from this point it took only a little inspired reasoning to
realize that individuals began their career as spirit offspring of heavenly
parents
the LDS doctrine of spirit birth is often depicted as being a radical
departure from the traditional creator creature dichotomy of patristic
theology that supposedly dominated nineteenth century christianity
it is important to realize however that during the early nineteenth
century there was a common tendency to view gods fatherhood much
the same way as taught in mormonism except for the procreative process
implicit in LDS teachings the methodists spoke of mans divine
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sonship eventuating in his moral perfection universalists appealed to
the endearment implicit in the fatherhood of god to prove the ultimate
rescue of the wicked from endless punishment in 1824 the christian
magazine echoed the growing sentiment that mans soul possesses a
spark of his intelligence and continues to be in a high and peculiar sense
his offspring hence the nature of the soul and its relation and
78
one theologian
its
divinity
proclaim
worth
resemblance to the
writing at the beginning of the twentieth century reflected back on this
patemalize god stating no doctrine of the relationship of god
trend to paternalize
to men has assumed such prominence during the last half century as that
of his fatherhood 79 even the heavenly mother and father concept of
mormonism was to be found in the esoteric teachings of the kabbalah
Kabb alah
which intrigued christian mystics at the time of joseph smith according
to this tradition the soul is bom
born into this world in which we live through
the union of the king and queen who are as regards the generation of the
soul like the human species in the generation of the body 80 it was
primarily the development and advancement of the belief in this literal
spirit birth that set mormonism apart from mainstream protestant
thought on the meaning of gods fatherhood
early LDS literature generally reflects contemporary attitudes
toward god as a father figure exemplified in a messenger and advocate
editorial dated august 1837 which observed the great god is called our
father as well as our preserver and bountiful benefactor what fond
endearments what tender ties are not associated with the expression our
father 81 for the saints however the concept of gods fatherhood
than
grew to be more thanjust
just a sentimental metaphor the saints were taught
tha njust
ot that which
to believe that that which is temporal is in the likeness of
is spiritual dac
d&c 772 so that everything on earth including the birth
process has its likeness in heaven furthermore they were instructed
that god is an exalted man who once experienced mortality 8212 and that
righteous couples are to become gods themselves receiving their
exaltation in the eternal worlds that they may bear the souls of men 83
the belief that man may become as god in bearing the souls of men
certainly would have been sufficient to establish the corollary belief that
man himself is the offspring of god it is quite possible in fact that the
revealed destiny of man became the key which unlocked for many of the
saints the mystery of mans origin in addition to scriptural inferences
of spirit birth there is evidence that the prophet privately taught the
doctrine to others an isolated incident related secondhand some seventy
years after its occurrence purports that zina D young who lost her
mother when she was eighteen was consoled by the prophet who told
her she would see not only her earthly mother again but also her
heavenly mother 84 several of the prophets associates did not hesitate
ofpremortal spirit birth to his teachings
later to attribute their knowledge of
premortal
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parley P pratt for instance later recollected that in the latter part of 1839
he spent several days with joseph smith in which he learned many great
and glorious principles concerning god and the heavenly order of
eternity reflecting back on his impressions received during these conversations with the prophet pratt wrote 1 I felt that god was my
heavenly father indeed that jesus was my brother 85 benjamin F
johnson wrote late in life of joseph smith he taught us that god was
the great head of human procreation was really and truly the father of
both our spirits and our bodies 86 the fact that josephs associates
attributed their knowledge of spirit birth to joseph smith coupled with
the unequivocal way in which they proclaimed the idea of spirit birth
beginning near the time of his death strongly suggest that the doctrine
originated with the prophet at the very least joseph smith must be
credited with having provided the impetus that led to an awareness of
spirit birth
one of the important effects of the doctrine of spirit birth was to
unify the diverse views extant in the church while spirit or intelligence
could still be thought of as being uncreated as an essence or individual
an issue still unsettled it was recognized that spirit birth was a kind of
imbued each spirit with a
creation the divine parentage in spirit birth imbues
portion of divinity as well which is close to the ideas espoused by parley
P pratt resembling emanation thus the doctrine of spirit birth helped
preexistence
solidify and even integrate the saints thinking on preexistence
18 30 to 1844
the development of the doctrine of preexistence from 1830
illustrates the expanding theology of the early church it was especially
meaningful for saints at this time to lift their voices and sing the lord
is extending the saints understanding 87 while it is difficult to determine precisely how prevalent particular beliefs were and when they
began to take root or change form it is clear that the basic idea of
preexistence
pre existence began to emerge shortly after the organization of the
church but was not fully expounded in church publications until after
joseph smiths death while the prophets initial teachings on preexis
tence were perceived in the light of contemporary views on the nature and
origin of spirits these tentative beliefs were continually being reevaluated and revised in light of the ongoing teachings of the prophet until by
the end of 1844 all of the basic elements of the current LDS doctrine of
preexistence
pre existence were in place nearly a century and a half later this doctrine
continues to vitalize LDS theology adding a significant dimension to
nearly every precept of the gospel of jesus christ
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NOTES
seif contradictory term it should be realized that the prefix
although many consider pre
preexistence
existence to be a self

pre can signify either prior or prior to depending on the root word with which it is used in the case of
pre
existence the obvious intended meaning is prior existence not prior to existence other synonyms found
preexistence
in
m modem LDS literature includefirst
include first estate premortal antemortal pre earth primeval primordial and primal
existence

thomas alexander the reconstruction of mormon doctrine from joseph smith to progressive
theology sunstone 5 july august 1980 32 n 4
3 journal
1 54
of discourses 154
ofdiscourses
while creationism was the prevalent theory in the post apostolic church among the eastern fathers
traducianism was generally accepted in the west and essentially held that the first man bore within him the germ
of all mankind his soul was the fountainhead of all human souls all varieties of individual human nature were only
different modifications of that one original spiritual substance creation was finally and completely accomplished
on the sixth day As the body is derived from the bodies of the parents so the soul is derived from the souls of the
parents body and soul together being formed by natural generation james franklin bethune baker
an introduction to the early history ofchristian
of christian doctrine london methuen 1903 303
pfrom
5from
rom an early nineteenth century viewpoint materialists
materia lists represented a sect in the ancient church
nichilo nihil
composed of persons who being prepossessed with the maxim in philosophy ex nihilo
mhli fit out of nothing
nothing can arise had recourse to an eternal matter on which they suppose god wrought in the creation instead
of admitting him alone as the sole cause of the existence of all things
Materia lists are also those who maintain
materialists
that the soul of man is material or that the principle of perception and thought is not a substance distinct from the
ofcorporeal organization charles buck A theological dictionary philadelphia james kay
body but the result of corporeal
and co 1830
345
18301345
john newton brown the encyclopedia of religious knowledge brattlesboro
Bratt leboro
Brattle sboro vt brattleboro
pesenden
Pe senden and co 1836 964
john henry blunt dictionary ofdoctrinal
Riv ertons 1872 590
of doctrinal and historical theology london rivertons
many nineteenth century religious thinkers were neutral as to whether the souls of all mankind were actually
created as some suppose at the time of adams creation or whether they were successively created samuel
worcester sermons on various subjects practical and doctrinal salem mass henry whipple
whippie 1823 36
1826

darlus clark
darius
elder elijah bailey primitive trinitarianism examined and defended bennington vt danus
oark
dark
92 bailey was a methodist elder who disagreed with some of isaac wattss views saying the first

difficulty and mistake we think the doctor labored under was in imagining all souls were created at once or were
created before their bodies were created for them
spiritualist views bore some similarity to LDS ideas expressed during the nauvoo period as evidenced
seif evident absurdity there are no absolute
by one spiritualist who wrote in 1869 something from nothing a self
m
creations in the universe only new and higher formations spirit and matter both eternal spiritual substance in
connection with physical substance in its various gradations constitute one eternal duality J M peebles seers
of the ages boston william white 1869 13 and again the basis of mans immortality is deific substance
orthe
m the innermost he is compounded and therefore indissoluble having in spint
As a conscious spirit in
spirit neither a
beginning nor end he is eternally past and eternally future ibid 262
edward beecher the conflict of the ages or the great debate on the moral relations of god and
man 5th
ath ed boston phillips samson 1854 563 edward Be
becchers
beechers
echers brother charles was also an advocate of
pre existence
preexistence
parker pratt robinson writings ofparley
216
65216
of parley P pratt salt lake city privately published 1952 65
pratt maintained this interpretation of job at least until 1844 when he wrote that as we rise
nse to the station of a son
m the resurrection we may be called upon with the other sons of god to shout forjoy at the organization
of god in
ofworlds and new orders ofbeing
of being ibid 39 in march 1841 joseph smith used this same passage
ofnew
of new systems of worlds
ofner
to prove pre
existence not from the viewpoint that the sons of god were premortal children but based on the
preexistence
existed for the lord to have asked him where he was when the foundations of
preexisted
reasoning that job must have pre
the world were laid see andrew F ehat and lyndon cook comps and eds the words of joseph smith
the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph smith provo brigham young
I1

university religious studies center 1980 68
times and seasons 2
1 1 february 1841

299 president harold B lee has interpreted this passage
more recently to mean that those spirits who were faithful in the pre
fore ordained to be bom
existence were there foreordained
preexistence
into the house of israel harold B lee stand ye in holy places salt lake city deseret book co 1974 10 11
journal ofdiscourses
15 249 orson pratt was baptized 19 september 1830 after hearing the preaching
of discourses 15249
pre existence before that time
of his brother parley he therefore would not have had an awareness of preexistence
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pattern
john potter an inquiry concerning the most important truths uniontown
Uniontown pa J and T patton
1820 80 86
15the only mention prior to this time of a belief among the saints that preexistent behavior determined
15tbe
Al
lAges
all ages
ail
allagas
ones opportunities in this life comes from J B turner a mormon antagonist in his book mormonism in allages
or the rise progress and causes ofmormonism
of its author and founder joseph smith
of mormonism with the biography orits
junior new york platt and peters 1842 242 turner wrote their sublime faith teaches them that their action
and destiny here are the result and can be explained only upon admission of their existence and action before they
m their published revelations it was
inhabited their present bodies this notion however does not distinctly appear in
at one time promulgated but from its unpopularity their leaders suppressed the full development of their peculiar
scheme of pre
existence until faith on the earth should increase
preexistence
millennial star 1 january 1841 218
17
ibid 220 orson pratt also expressed this idea of foreordination based on foreknowledge of the future
odthe
the savior and argued that this foreordination was not an actual calling but rather an anticipated calling
in the case ofthe
of
that was to be effective retroactively jesus was called and made a high priest centuries after the law of moses
was given yet there is no doubt that he was considered in the mind of his father the same as a high priest before
m a future age receive he could
the foundation of the world and that by virtue of the priesthood which he should in
his hisforeknowledge
kis
foreknowledge saw that his son would keep all his
organize worlds and show forth mighty power god by eis
commands and determined at a certain time ie
i e mortality to call and consecrate him a high priest he
determined also that by virtue of that future consecration to the priesthood he should thousands of years
beforehand have power to create worlds and govern them the same as if he had already received the consecration
orson pratt seer I1 loc
tober 1853 147 italics added
october
tOc
3 352
journal ofdiscourses
of discourses 3352

ibid 15249
moses
2omoses 31
3 1 775
51 59 63 an interesting addition to the revelation of enoch comes from the
6 36515963
24 636
524
kirtland revelation book under date of february 1833 when a song was sung by the gift of tongues and translated
the persons involved are unknown part of the translation alludes to preexistence
pre existence he enoch saw the beginning
and the ending of men he saw the time when adam his father was made and he saw that he was in eternity before
a grain of dust in the balance was weighed he saw that he emanated and came down from god cited in fred
presidents orthe
unpublishedrevelations
revelations odthe
lesus christ oflatter
of the church ofjesus
of jesus
of latter day saints
collier unpublished
of the prophets and andpresidents
ofthe
salt lake city colliers publishing 1979 63
see thomas alexander reconstruction of mormon doctrine 33 n 32 blake ostler the idea of
preexistence
Pre existence in the development of mormon thought dialogue 15 spring 1982 75 n 11 in both of these
sources the interpretation that spiritual means intellectual has its basis in the fact that this is one of the meanings
meaning 6 given in the oxford english dictionary ostler further notes the treatment of the first chapter of
genesis as a conceptual blueprint
blue print formulated by god before creation was a popular means of resolving the
1 26 27 and 2
244 as joseph had done in the book of moses ostler idea
seeming contradiction between genesis 126
of preexistence
Pre existence 611 this interpretation of the first account of the creation as a conceptual or ideal creation was
oogenesis
genesis applies only
lists who claimed that the first chapter of ofgenesis
kabbahsts
kabbalists
popular in the nineteenth century only among Kabba
the
indeedthe
Inde
indeed
the prototypic or upper adam who was androgenic and made in the image and likeness of elohim
edthe
second account expressly says the plants ie
i e man were not yet on the earth and the terrestrial man did not yet
1888 273 kabbalists
Kabba lists however used the term
exist isaac myer qabbalah philadelphia privately printed 18881
spiritual body to designate adams paradisiacal physical body created from the dust of the earth as recorded in
m
gen 27
2 7 which followed the ideal creation ibid 248
elder bruce R mcconkie was a proponent of this view he conceded that the word spiritual in these
passages has a dual meaning and applies to both the premortal life and the paradisiacal creation but he
emphasized that the more pointed and important meaning is that of a paradisiacal creation bruce R
mcconkie christ and the creation ensign 12 june 1982 13 14
if later commentaries are any indication of earlier thought orson pratt consistently taught after the
saints moved west that the account of the creation in the first chapter of genesis corresponding to the second
of moses refers in its entirety to the spirit creation while the current tendency is to view both
chapter in the book ofmoses
of the physical creation with only an interjectory reference to a spirit
ofthe
the first and the second chapters as an account odthe
3 5 elder pratt contended that to suppose that these two chapters only give the history of the
creation moses 35
natural creation would involve us in numerous difficulties when we endeavor to reconcile the description given in
the second chapter with that given in the first but to receive them as the descriptions of two successive creations
the first being spiritual as it truly was and the second being temporal all different descriptions vanish away and
30 32 both orson
2930
a flood of light bursts upon the mind pratt seer 1I february 1853 22 concerning d&c
dac 29
pratt journal ofdiscourses
15 265 21
200 205 millennial star 10 I1 august 1848 238 and brigham young
21200
of discourses 15265
1 50421818
journal ofdiscourses
257 interpreted the first spiritual creation mentioned as having reference
4218 18257
of discourses 150
to the spirit creation and not to the paradisiacal physical creation no contrary interpretation of these passages by
any of the prophets associates could be found
journal ofdiscourses
199 200
of Discourses 21199
21 200
ibid 21200
orson pratt relates we often had access to the manuscripts when boarding with the prophet and it was
our delight to read them over and over again before they were printed and so highly were they esteemed by us
that we committed some to memory and a few we copied for the purpose of reference in our missions and also
to read them to the saints for their edification pratt seer 26 march 1854 228
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messenger and advocate 1 june 1835 130 phelps may have had reference to dac 9329
93 29 30
since preexistent agency is implied elsewhere only in the book of abraham which had not yet come into
joseph smiths possession preexistent agency was not a widely held belief among contemporary preexistencists
listic teachings that held that souls had freedom of will
although it was taught by ongen
origen and preserved in Kabba
kabbahstic
kabbalistic
as to good and evil and this was exercised by them before the creation of the universe myer qabbalah 273
ongen
origen believed however that earth life was a punishment for disobedient spirits rather than a reward for the
righteous
1 32
see jacob 49
4 9 moses 132
that christ is often designated as the agent in all of gods acts of
1 32
3 16 moses 132
creation including that of man see ether 316
dac 7642 93 10 corresponds with certain
contemporary protestant views and may have given the general impression to the early saints that christ was the
actual creator of mans spirit today these passages are explained by invoking the doctrine of divine investiture of
of BruceR
authority see vol 1lofbrucer
bruce R mcconkie doctrinal new testament commentary salt lake city bookcraft
lof
21

73
1966
1966173

evening and morning star I1 october 1832 78
Io iomessenger
messenger and advocate I1 may 1835 113
devening
3evening
evening and morning star 1 october 1832 77 80
31 31messenger
messenger and advocate 1I april 1835 97
33
ibid 3 december 1836 424 25 the basic argument states that since all things that are material tend
toward dissolution and decay the spirit must be immaterial since it is immortal and does not dissolve or decay
at T edgar lyon doctrinal development of the church during the nauvoo sojourn brigham
bangham young
bngham
3t
university studies 15 fall 1975 439 alexander reconstruction of mormon doctrine 333 ostler idea of
preexistence
61 by at least 1840 it was public knowledge that the saints were teaching pre
Pre
6061
existence 60
existence although
preexistence
it was viewed in at least one early mormon pamphlet as being a matter of little or no consequence whether the
spirit was created at birth or at some time prior to birth benjamin winchester an examination of a lecture
delivered by the rev H perkins 1840
184077 photocopy in possession of david J whittaker original at harvard

university library
35

35millennial
millennial

star 6 july 1845 26 alexander opposes the view that the term intelligence in
m section 93

was understood prior to 1838 to mean the essential uncreated essence of each individual he cites the fact that
intelligence was used elsewhere to mean facts or information reconstruction of mormon doctrine 33 n 23
I1 would argue that intelligence was also understood to mean the uncreated essence of man not in the sense
in which it is understood today but in the sense of a divine light or truth that is the life
ilfe giving and conscious
principle in man later expressions of brigham young journal ofdiscourses
286 87 and orson pratt seer I1
of discourses 77286
september 1853 132 33 preserve this same thought as they allude to the uncreated intelligence spoken of in
section 93 as a divine endowment giving man life and identity
millennial star 4 my
july 1843 32
messenger and advocate 3 december 1836 428
88 7 13 40 66 9336
93 36 in february 1834 joseph smith declared not only that gods
84 45 887
d&c 8445
dac
radiance but that god himself is perfect intelligence history of the church 212
2 12 A current tendency is to
truth
arbitranly distinguish between intelligence that is light and truth and intelligence that is the light of
arbitrarily
ruth the
ortruth
otruth
struth
former being an attribute while the latter denotes the primal essence of spints
spirits
saints
gibbs
george
S
cited in E dale lebaron benjamin franklin johnson
benjamin F johnson to
colonizer public servant and church leader masters thesis brigham young university 1967 331 italics

ot

added
maily published with parley P pratts
ong mally
this work was originally
book of poems and later republished by itself corrected and revised as the world turned upside down or
1842 80 and history of the church 4454
heaven on earth see millennial star 1
54
2 june 1841 32 3 august 18421

robinson writings of Parley P pratt
robmsowntings

63 64

robinson writings ofparley
of parley P pratt 66 67

millennial star 2 april 1842 187
spirit although in its more
the view that the human spirit is essentially an extension of the holy spint
unrefined state can be found in parley P pratts teachings as late as 1853 when he declared that portions of the
also that there are
are organized in individual form and clothed upon with flesh and bones
holy spirit
m bodily form parley P pratt key to the science of
vast quantities of this spirit or element not organized in
theology liverpool F D richards 1855
185543 45 pratt also taught in 1853 that this pure and holy spirit that is
odthe
of the same element
organized into individual intelligences is invisible to us unless we are quickened by a portion ofthe
journal ofdiscourses
of discourses 1188
journal ofdiscourses
342 43 orson pratt here cites an unpublished revelation that was intended to
2 34243
04243
of discourses 2342
show that intelligent beings are all parts of god and
wherever a great amount of this intelligent spirit exists
there is a great amount or portion of god
parley P pratt 216
robinson writings ofparley
of purley
the church 4575
history ofthe
575
of
odthe
42 42millennial

435

buck theological dictionary 567
bleonard bacon Bax
4leonard
28 the materiality
leonard
of spirit was
durile
durlie
dume and peck 1835
matena lity ofspirit
baxters
183528
tors works new haven durrie
183528the
being advanced within the church at least as early as 1840 as evidenced in a pamphlet written by samuel bennett
in which he reasoned me
of a thing we invest
mvest
the moment we attempt to conceive ofa
avest it with materiality and we cannot
according to ourmental
our mental constitution conceive ofinimaterial
ofimmatenal existence samuel bennett A few remarks byway
by way
of reply to an anonymous scribbler philadelphia brown bicking and guilbert printers 18401
1840 11
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27
history of the church 3327
ehat and cook words of ofjoseph
joseph smith 9
51
ibid 33
49 49history
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ibid 60
53
ibid 68
14 14history
4 575
history orthe
of the church 4575

stan larsen the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text BYU studies 18 winter
1978 203 4 Lar
lamsens
sens amalgamated version of the king follet discourse is particularly significant here in that it
larsens
preserves the wording of the original firsthand accounts which read a spirit is uncreated this has since
been altered to read the intelligence of spirits see joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet
joseph smith salt lake city deseret book co 1938 353 which is frequently quoted as proof that the
prophet had in mind the intelligence of spirits not spirits themselves when he spoke of spirits as being uncreated
161t
3 22 to
it is noteworthy that joseph fielding smith also made use of the word organize in abraham 322
m his bookthe way to perfection under the
describe the social or ecclesiastical organization of preexistent spirits in
heading intelligences organized before the world was formed from abrahams teaching that there were many
intelligences spirits of men and that they were organized before the world was formed elder smith concludes
men were organized imn some such way as we are organized here in the kingdom of god among the spirits of
men there were superior intelligences chosen to act in authority joseph fielding smith the way to perfection
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